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A-B S T R A C T

'An analysis is presented of the interaction of an electromagnetic

wave with a plasma, In the first part of the paper general equa-

tions are derived for the dielectric constant, propagation function,

and conductivity of a plasma, The second part of the paper deals

with the attenuation and reflection characteristics of a homogenous)

seri-Infinite, uniform plasma slab. The analysis includes the

effect of' a magnetic field on attenuation and reflection.



A U',lUlY 01-' 'dll:

INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGHNETIC WAVES

WITH THE PLASMA SURROUNDING A REENTRY VEHICLE

PREFACE

A plasma is an ionized gas containing an equal number of positive and

negative charges. The ionosphere is one example. Another example is the

sheath surrounding a high velocity reentry vehicle, This plasma sheath

occupies the volume enclosed by the shock wave and the vehicle surface.

Being a ponderable medium, it presents an obstacle to the unhindered propa-

gation of electromagnetic radiation. This obstacle can be opaque, translucent

or transparent in nature depending on the plasma's intrinsic properties and on

the frequency and intensity of the incident radiation. Understanding the

nature of the plasma sheath is fundamental to the solving of two urgent

problems in space exploration and weapons systems design; ie 4 , specifically:

1. The limiting or eliminating of the "reentry blackout";

2 The reduction of effective radar cross section.

Much theoretical and experimental effort has been devoted to these ends, but

at present, it is difficult to consolidate tbt literature into a single com-

prehensive analysis containing both the tLeoretical background and useful

programmable equations, For this purpose. the following report is proffered.
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PART I - INTRODUCTION

Aý General Wave Equation

Maxwell's equations for a plasma are:

curl H eq. la

curl E eq. lb

div eq. iC

div B C eq. Id

where

J current density: coulomb
meter 2seconds

E = electric field strength =fnewtons
coulomb

w dielectric displacement= coulombs
meter 2

B = magnetic inductionr newton seconds
coulomb meter

H magnetic excitation: coulombs
meter seconds

9 charge densityz coulombs
meter3

where the MiS rationalized system of units is employed.

We will investigate the propagation of electromagnetic waves by

ascribing some conductivity, 0-, to the plasma, where r may be a function

of Wo, n, v, -) , with

n = electron density (M-3 )

6c= signal frequency (radians/s)

v = electron velocity (M/S)

-&ý electron collision frequency (collisions/see)

The variables, n,-) and v are not freely chooseable as is o , but depend on

the mechanical and thermodynamical state of the reentry vehicle and its

plasma sheath. At any given point in time, we can say that, theoretically

at least, n,-) and v are determined by the temperature, T, of the environment,

XThiu -o in i i,. i' r..i• valent 'o rndians per .5econd in all ensuing

"r quati



by the space coordinates, x, y and z, by the composition of air and by the

signal energy. Thesa 1uantitiea are generally given indirectly through the

altitude and velocity of the vehicle itself.

Let us initially make the following assumptions for a preliminary

solution of eqs. 1;

Assume:

1. that the dielectric constant and magnetic permeability of the plasma are

the same as for free space;

2. a linear relationship between the field quantities; i.e., from 1 arA 2,

D &'EE eq. 2a

B= H eq. 2b

3. the validity of Ohm's law (in the absence of a magnetic field); i.e.,

J: (' eq. 3

4. that the effect of the probing wave energy can be neglected;

5. that the earth's magnetic field can be neglected.

The ranges of validity of 4 and 5 are discussed in the appendix.

Having accepted 1-5, we can now rewrite eq. la as:

curl. H _ + ] L eq. 4

But

curl curl E ' -F

- ~eq.H - 5

Substituting eq. 4 into eq. 5 and employing the vector identity

curl curl a =Vrx (cQ ) = e •y eq. 6

yields

-atcJ- eq.?



Now if we assume that the plasma is a neutral collection of electrons

and ions, i.e., from eq. lc and eq. 2a,

6. For a plasma, Q = 0 or div E = 0,

then we have the following wave equation for the plasma:

Lt~ k TT' r eq.8

If the properties of the plasma are uniform in the plane perpendicular

to the direction of propagation, z, we can find a solution of eq. 8 where

Ex and Ey are uniform in this plane and depend only on z and t directly and

0' indirectly.

* **

B. Generalized Dielectric Constant, &

We are interested primarily in the spatial variation of the electric

field. We can, therefore, choose the sinusoidal time variation and represent

the field by

E E (x,y,z) e , eq. 9

Substituting eq. 9 into the wave equation 8 yields

+ E Oeq. 10

But

-Ca eq. 11

Hence,

V~' -t~~cjccQ)(~Jeq. 12

But

Ik - -- eq. 13
C



and we have finally

+ =0 eq. 14

The free space analog to eq. 14 is the wave equation

qr " -k LO-, 0 eq. 15

We can therefore define a wave number for the plasma as

k= k -j - - eq. 16

The index of refraction of the plasma is then given by

W ý- = -- = eq. 17
_K, Vwt

Now the first of Maxwell's equations, eq. las can be written

Fl: c~j±~o) w ( 0 *eq. 18

if both E and H have time dependencies of e•L. Again, the free space

analog of eq. 18 is

curl Hf eq. 19

Proceeding as before, we can define a generalized dielectric constant

for the plasma as

~ eq. 20

and a relative complex dielectric constant by

eq. 21

It follows then that

N -- k eq. 22

and the wave equation becomes

0~ eq. 23



It must be remembered thaL dielectric "constant" is in general a mis-

nomer. Dielectric"function" is much more appropriate, since the conductivity.,

, is usually spatially dependent.

C. The Propagation Function,

Let the solution of eq. 23 represent a plane wave traveling in the z

direction and polarized in the xy plane; i.e.,

~ eq. 24

Substituting eq. 24 into eq. 23 yields

Q• z-K CE eq. 25

j~ JkCOIT tY49eq. 26

In terms of the conductivity, 0', we have

' = zjk0J 'I IE-j eq. 27

where I is the propagation function, a complex number whose real part,oc,

represents the attenuation of the field amplitude and whose imaginary

part, P , represents the change in phase in traversing the plasma; if we

represent E by

£= & 6 CJ & eq. 28

where, for the complex conductivity

TCF or,4 eq. 29

we get

a:: (1" •&V - f& ,•.-eq. 30

"-7-



We can then express & and ? as

Jco l- ntpes/K eq. 31

a

F_ I LIE~ rcJar M eq. 32

or, in terms of T, andg :

o+ 2  eq. 33

+ + + & 6 + C____r%8 I aJeq. 34

If the conductivity, •, is known, then is determined and its sign is

chosen such aso' produces an attenuation rather than an amplification.

Similarly, for the field expression of eq. 24, 0' is determined for a given

signal frequency if ' at that frequency iL known.

D. Boltzmann's Equation and the Collision Frequency, 9

The conductivity of the plasma is due to the motion of electrons and

ions under the influence of the E field.The complex nature of the plasma

makes an exact determination of 0 impossible. A simplified model is gen-

erally employed, and the test of its effectiveness is the ultimate correla-

tion with experimental data. Since the ions are much more massive than the

electrons, they are usually considered immobile, and hence the conduc-

tivity depends chiefly on electronic motion. The kinetic equation which

describes this motion is generally the Boltzmann equation, which has its

origin in the kinetic theory of gases: 4

- 8 -



+tY F~l\eEcvsrhft eq.3

where E is the probing field, B is an external magnetic field, e, v and

m are the electronic charge, velocity and mass respectively, S is the

time rate of change of f at a fixed point due to electron collisions, and

• r(i",i,t) is the distribution function for the electrons, with fr•ý',t)-

d5 dejbeing the probable number of electrons, which at time, t. have

position coordinates • between S and V + d-r and velocity coordinates, V,

between V and • + dv.

Let us now assume that B = 0 and that E is small and introduces a

small perturbation f, into the unperturbed distribution function fo (i.e.,

approximation 4, page 4) then1

eq. 36

and

CST 14eq. 37

Then substituting eq. 36 and eq. 37 into Boltzmann's eq. 35, neglecting

products of the small quantities (E and fl) and letting fl be independent

of the space coordinates, yields

__ e.-c{ eq. 38

Sp- can be represented by

__i + _ eq. 39
-t S t la St T e



where the change in f is composed of contributions due to electron-atom,

electron-ion and electron-electron collisions.

The general expression is

5f (Cff) ;t d=d dvQ(- O eq. i4o

representing the change in fi due to collisions of electrons (subscript 1)

with other particles denoted by 2 (atoms, ions or electrons). Only binary

encounters are considered, implying that the plasma is of relatively low

density. The piobable number of electrons in dc having velocities in the

range v4, dvl, is fl dal dr; likewise the probable number of particles

of the second kind (a, i, e) in dr having velocities in the range v2 , dv2 $

is f2 d2 di; g is the relative velocity of the two particles and is the

same before and after collision; only its direction is changed. b is the

impact parameter, i.e., the distance of closest approach of the two par-

ticles if they continued to move in straight lines with their initial vel-

ocities and were not acted upon by mutual forces; therefore, b is likewise

the same before and after collision. E specifies the orientation of the

planes of the two paths.

The average number of collisions undergone by each particle per unit time

is called the collision frequency. Chapman expresses this as 4

'. Ni; fllannsa Slp k 7 rn'. eq. 41

n'i n ' L I ry-, r, ;

CF tIill H _____Fr.l eq. 42

The frequency for all collisions is (Nil+N12 + ... )/nj

- 10 -



where n1 is the number density of the i 1 th particle,

b1 2  1/2 (s -r 8 ) eq. 43

and si is the diameter of the i 'th particle; also

MO = mI = m2  eq. 44

A direct correlation between the collision frequency and •- is difficult

to make, since the latter represents the net change in f, due to collisions,

not the total number of collisions. At the present time, there are no

reliable closed form expressions for eq. 40 which would readily lead to a

solution of the differential equation 38. In fact, since coulomb forces

predominate in a high temperature plasma, Boltzmann's equation itself may

be inaccarate and multiple particle collisions must be taken into account.

The lack of good experimental data to date necessitates approximations which

in the light of further evidence may prove invalid.

With due consideratior to the above limitations, a derivation of the

plasma conductivity, T , can be attempted.

E. Derivation of the Plasma Conductivity, 0-

1. Without a magnetic field.

GolantI reports that, to the accuracy of the mass ratio of the

electron and the heavy particle, can be represented by

eq. 45

where

S0 aea eq. 47

C C- 11 -(ie.4



Elastic collisions are considered predominant, na and ni are the

concentrations of atoms and ions, c is the differential scattering cross

section, Q is the scattering angle; the integration is taken over the

entire scattering angle.

Therefore, eq. 38 becomes

+ t f+ L eq. 48

Neglecting electron-electron collisions (weakly ionized plasma)

and defining an effective collision frequency,\)e , averaged over the

velocity distribution by

")ýecx 9  eq. 49

where

?ý AV eq. 50

leads to the following equations from eq. 48:

# .!FC)- = -ý Iheq. 51

Multiply by v and integrate over the entire velocity space

6 8t i L# ýv = eq. 52v4 Ft 4 V + v av -",ld

i N4iE týci- ,j eq. 53
TtL•t ~ ~v-,Q *- -,

S .. eq. 54

or

en veo ie p enden eq. 55

for a time varying velocity independent field.

- 12 -



If ") is independent of v, then , and the solution of eq. 55 is

V C eq. 56

Therefore, since

J = nec - E eq. 57

we have

(Y--fC2. eq. 58a

ene

V Veq. 58b

then

I _a ____•

f Mad r teq. 58c,

When cor-a>O

j j-C"k eq. 59

ir-) is proportional to the velocity, i.e.,

(Xv eq. 60

then

YY% eq. 61a

eq. 61b

for a Maxwellian distribution where the K's are given in Table le



Highly Ionized Weakly Ioniz~d
Gas Gas

N)± K Kr K1  Kr

0.00 1.51 1.13 4.59 1.95
0.05 1.50 1.13 4.51 1.92

O.30 1.48 1.12 4.34 1.86
0.2u 1.40 1.03 3.79 1.65
0.50 1.19 1.02 2.30 1.07
1.00 1.07 0.94 1.41 O..'2

2.00 0.99 0.95 1.05 0.62
4.00 1.00 O. 98 0.97 0.73
6.O0 LO0 0.99 0.98 0.82
10.0 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.92
35.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

TABLE 1

Fang2 expressed the current density, J, as

eq. 6 2

where

Au eq. 63b

and v velocity of electrons (M/s)

k = Boltzmann's constant 1.38 x 10"23 joules/deg.mole

e 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs

m 9.1 x 10-31 kg

')Q collision frequency (collisions/sec)or radiawn:/uce.

U -L Y-
V.



Bachynski 3 writes the conductivity as

3 rj -,, +juj T eq. 64

Using the "normalized" Maxwell distribution,

a
-3 rr•v

eaIc eq. 65

eq. 64 reduces to A :D,

= fll Thq- - , eq. 66

Comparing eq. 66 with eq. 63, we see that

a

TT K eq. 67a

eq. 6T7

A numerical table for the integrals I and 12 is given in Dingle et. al. 5

If =*u) is known, the above integrals can be solved. The exact form of

'm, however, is generally not known. For air in the range 6000-120000 K, NO

is approximately constant3. Then the above results agree with Golant. 1

A recent analysis 6 allows for a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution.

For our purposes, though, the expressions for T given in eqs. 58 will suffice

for this report;i.e.,•? is considered constant and the effects of electron-

electron collisions are ignored. In a later report consideration will be

made of collision frequencies either proportional to velocity or empirically

determined.

2. Uniform magnetic field

In the presence of a uniform magnetic field, the conductivity, CY , becomes



a tensor and Ohm's law assumes the form

S= 10 11h 'E eq.. 68

where

Ila- I1 0,11 U_ P eq. 69

cY-'±, cI-Z7

If the magnetic field is directed along the z-axis and if the direction

of propagation is unspecified, then7

Ilbi 0)bI-r eq*.70a a d

S where
S

d= nie eq. 71a
M < t)C O +jwh.

2c = n•-2 e

2b eq, 71cIY\ +3 (3)-m'v

and

~ ~ 4' L~ (4tŽ~Y 1.765> 10? 13(y~~>''Joss e.7

- %~. V 3 NJVeq.7
0060

We are primarily concerned with the case of parallel propagation; i.e., a

plane wave polarized in the xy plane and traveling along the z axis. Consider

Fig. 1. The x-component of the field can be represented by the sum of two

rotating vectors in the opposite direction. If the wave is receding, we

designate the clockwise vector as right-handed (+) and the counter-clockwise

- 16 -
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vector as left handed (-). Ohm's law for the rotating vectors can then

be written

(14 c V eq. 74a

_3= t• •eq. 74b

In the absence of a magnetic field, these vectors would rotate at the

signal frequency,&j. The electrons, however, rotate also at the gyrofrequency,

woe, due to the constant magnetic field. The conductivities then assume the

new values

. ( eq. 75a

0r-w w(Y (W +aJL eq. 75b

i.e., functions of both frequencies. (If the traveling field possessed a

z-component, it would be unaffected by the magnetic field due to the vector

product form of the force equation. Therefore, the conductivity along the

z-axis remains as before.) It is clear that the right and left-handed

conductivities are different. In fact, as we will see later, for certain

field strengths, the right-handed mode is propagated through the plasma

with less attenuation than the left handed. It should also be noted that (j

implies the conductivity along the i'th axis due to the field component

directed along the J 'th axis. A component analysis, remembering that a

clockwise rotation is imparted to the electrons due to the magnetic field,

leads to the following expression:

t-,L -' -j i OX,-c a,) a
0 eq. 76

Substituting the conductivity expressions derived in the last section

for constant collision frequency yields

Nh) eq. 77a

-- 18 -o



Cyr Y)P- .' eq. 77b

from eqs. 58.

•. . -X. 1X -X



Part II - The Homogeneous Semi-Infinite Uniform Plasma Slab

A. Attenuation Analysis

1. Without a magnetic field

The first and the simplest case we will investigate is the plasma

described in fig. 2; i.e., a plane wave normally incident
X

Free Space, 0: O Plasma, C,. TO

INAC, dent Ltc~rntJrEezI

Fig. 2

on the plasma at z a 0. Within the plasma, the field is given by

eg. 24 of Part I:

E -- E -. eq. 24

The attenuation is therefore,

c¶;• - <+ + ( 1 +,all eq. 33

If we now substitute the conductivity expressions derived in

Part I in the absence of a magnetic field, we get from eqs. 58 and 33,

L_ eq. 78

•-20 -



Let us designate the quantity

P 3o3 - 041 eq. 79

as the plasma frequency, where n is given in electrons/cm3 .*

In terms of (Op we can now write the attenuation in its final form:

c t W L • - - j dL:>/c,-n eq. 80

10

where c = 3 x 10 cm/sec.

Eq. 80 has been programmed on the Philco 2000 digital computer

at Chrysler Corporation's Missile Division.** We have considered the

single frequency of 240 megacycles (1.507 radians/second) in this

report, but the program is capable of computing any of the unknown

quantities on the abscissa or ordinate.

Let us now consider the behavior of the attenuation in eq. 80

as the variables get very large or very small. Recall that

f= W eq. 58b

-7- e q . 5 8 c

j6J CA~J2 : 'cIcj eq. 27

Now if we let ,a get large with respect to the other variables,

we see that

A', eq. 81

* As with 'no , we choose to depart from MIT) units purely from a
practical standpoint.

**Program title: Minimum Attenuation, 9-46 - MA.

- 21 -



and consequently,

w, c j C. ( eq. 82

i.e., the propagation constant, • , becomes pure imaginary.

Hence,

~ eq. 83

Therefore, an electromagnetic wave at a high enough frequency

can pass through the plasma with virtually no attenuation, depending

primarily on the electron density.

If the collision frequency is large compared to the signal frequency,

both the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity vanish as in eq. 81,

and ý becomes pure imaginary. Consequently,

tq 40 = C" eq. 84

This low attenuation at high collision frequencies occurs because the

electrons, having a mean free path of small duration, do not have enough

time to abstract energy from the incoming wave and convert it into inco-

herent radiation.
8

If the collision frequency is very small compared to the signal frequency,

we have

eq. 59

Consequently.,

e eq. 85

00



>P0 C ~eq. 86

1.a eq. 87-- c •p-G

If, in eq. 87, W t-GJp , then i is either pure imaginary or identically

zero. In both cases, the attenuation is zero:

1 , -eq. 88

If, on the other hand, oic<c, p, is everywhere real, and

d 1, eq. 89

When wp>> w , the attenuation becomes directly proportional to the

plasma frequency (ITn )t

-•*O C> = a.iiS " 10 W, Jdt/c,-, t5 W<'< cop eq. 90

Graphic representations of eq. 80 appear in the literature 3,8,9,10,j1

in normalized form generally. In this report the specific ranges of the

variables were dictated by the ranges most likely to be found during

reentry. Graph 1 gives the attenuation at low collision frequencies for

varying plasma frequencies. Here, Co e- p and the fact that the attenuation

is almost independent of collision frequency is predicted by eq. 89. For

higher collision frequencies, Graph 2, we see that the attenuation decreases

towards zero for all plasma frequencies, a direct consequence of eq. 84.

Graph 5 is a plot of the attenuation versus plasma frequency for varying

collision frequencies. In the vicinity of copJ C and for cA<w, the full

complexity of eq. 80 displays itself. For large cuF,, however, the attenuation

becomes directly proportional to Cp for a given collision frequency, Graph 6.

Increasing V lowers the attenuation; for low - , the curves converge to the

limiting straight line defined in eq. 90.

23J -



2. Uniform longitudinal magnetic field.

If a magnetic field threads the plasma, the conductivity becomes aniso-

tropic as discussed earlier. If the incident wave is linear3y polarized

to the left of z = 0 in Fig. 2, it splits into two circularly rotating

waves upon entering the plasma, one right hand (t), the other left hand (-)

polarized. Therefore,,c must be replaced by Yt of Pert I, eqs. 77.

Hence,

eq. 91

In terms of WZp , this can be written

c•*. '•.86 cJa -I • (A)['oa•- (&J:;Gi)]

L eq. 92*

Let us now consider the behavior of eq. 92 as the variables get large

or small. It is eminently obvious that all the conclusions drawn for

eq. 80 apply equally well for eq. 92 for both polarizations if &3$LC ;i.e.,

as*0 •: = 20 t Zo•-. ± eq. 93

Furthermore, if (wu we )a>> -)a (which can occur for either of the

two cases., ,co, or &.3 1 Q ), then

*See Footnote**, page 21.

-2~4 -



The attenuation of eq. 94 would show a resonance for the right handed

wave in the vicinity of CD,= We and become imaginary for - or

whenever &J,,> w , since this guarantees the preceeding inequality; an

imaginary (A is equivalent to zero attenuation, since the propagation

constant, 4, is pure imaginary, as was shown in eq. 88. The left handed

wave would decrease monotonically with increasing coe, for small) .

Therefore, for both waves we can say that

N 4 0 % (.tr~oCY~t~ ~4eq. 95

If') is very large, we have

L", 'L,'eq. 96

In Graphs 3 and 4, we consider the attenuation in the presence of a

magnetic field of 569 gauss corresponding to a gyrofrequency of iO10

radians/sec. For low collision frequencies, Graph 3, we see that the

attenuation has been sizably reduced as predicted by eq. 95. The effect

of the magnetic field on attenuation for the higher collision frequencies,

Graph 4, is very much reduced as expected from eq. 96.

Graphs 7a through 7e give the variation of attenuation with gyrofre-

quency, )p and ) fixed. Raising or lowering the plasma frequency

raises or lowers the curves but does not greatly alter their form in the

regions of interest. Therefore, we choose the value wp= ••"' to be

representative of the curve shape. For low collision frequencies, 7a, the

resonance about w appears for the right handed wave as expected. The

left handed wave does not resonate but decreases gradually, but would re-

sonate about an ion ',3 if ionic motion were included in the equations.

25 --



If the greatest reduction in atten-ation is desired, then a maximum

possible 3 db gain is realized if the incident wave is right circularly

polarized and if the gyrofrequency is greater than the signal frequency.

This is also true when the collision frequency is not small. For large

-0, however, the difference between the two polarizations becomes

negligible. As the collision frequency increases, a larger magnetic

field is required for given decreases in attenuation. When-= , 0 q a

magnetic field of 569 gauss (cos' One ) reduces the attenuation of the

right handed wave from 28.95 db/cm to .0072 db/cm if the plasma contains

3.2 x l012 electrons/cm3 (con to"). This is a reduction of 99.98%. If

N=ri', however, the attenuation is reduced from .738 db/cm to .734 db/cm,

all remaining factors being equal. Even if the field is increased to

5,690 gauss ( )f= fo' ) at this collision frequency, the attenuation

is only reduced to .699 db/cm, a decrease of 5%. (Note that in the practi-

cal case of transmitting through the plasma, nature has been quite helpful,

for the magnetic field is most effective in the regions of high attenuation

and least effective where the attenuation is already small).

B. Reflection and Transmission

1. Transmission Line Analogy

Let us briefly review the governing equations for transmission lines. 1 2

Consider Fig. 3 for the case of the lossless line:

- 26 -
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FIG. 3

We can immediately write
d I

V =L tp Cj I e.+ t 97

V Lzr- Ld eq. 98a

G eq. 98b

The ref ore.,

L =t Lteq. 97

Z. "FT eq. 99b

Eliminating the current,$ I., from eqs. 99 yields

z - C eq. 100

But LC has the dimensions of i/it Eq. 100, then, has the exact

same form as the free space wave equation,* (v =velocity of propagation)

6a = L •teq. 101

21 gv
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for a wave traveling through free space in the z direction, if we let

LC eq. 102

Now
L

L Lv 7 eqo-, 103

is defined as the characteristic impedance of the line, If the ter-

minating or load impedance is 9 j , then

Vr C 31 -S (reflection coefficient)

SV. +Z^ eq. 104a

\l*cxo. •3t (transmission coefficient)
rr - ,,. z •+o Z.eq. 104b

Let us consider the sinusoidal variation of voltage and current

in time and space, where the time dependence is always understood to

be e

V NV, e• V, t eq. 105a

\ 7 L4 - , eq. 105bI:• ,• V,•

= •~J~dJ Leq. 105c

where V1 and Vi' are the incident and reflected voltages respectively.

At z = ,O the terminus of the line, we have

V T V, eq. 106

Therefore,

V," Z*Z-•o

zV +7[ eq. 107

as in eq. 104a. At z =-4

-eq. 108
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Now we want to show that the results of transmission line theory

hold for reflection from and transmission through a plasma slab. To

the left of z = 0 in Fig. 2, we have for an electric wave linearly

polarized in the x-direction:

Ex e * E e eq. 109a

and for the magnetic field in the y-direction:

-- Lz e t L't'jeq. 109b

where E and E' are the incident and reflected amplitudes and

W- eq. lo09

ft: eq. 1.09d

Therefore the analogy is complete if eqs. 109 and 105 hold and if

we define

g(z) - 2 eq. 110
H 1 (Z

In the general case, if I and 2 are two different media, we see, from

Fig. 4, that eq. 11l

E, 
Z-

.4- E,

FIG. 4
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If there are three media, Fig. 5, then

i [ 3 a t41 1 eq. 112

and

Z eq. 113

Z.1 T Zia

FIG. 5

Nov let us consider the plasma to be a lossy dielectric (or an imperfect

conductor). We have already shown that

- eq. 20

j J( eq. 27

Therefore, eq. 114

and

eq. 115

2. Plasma Reflection and Transmission

a. Without a magnetic field.

Consider the general case of a wave incident on a semi-infinite plasma

at an angle Q, Fig. 6.
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Plasma

Hrqt

-. y

o -- P.-j

Free Space

FIG. 6

From eq. 110, we have

zi= exieq. 116a

HIt Ht- G

A= E.-t eq. 116b

Now

- - 7, - . -eq. 104a

But q G _w_9__ 
eq. 117

and the index of refraction given in Part I requires

a .14-%- 9 eq. 118
N = -kN

Which implies that

Seq. 
119
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and

eq. 1-20

The reflectior coefficient, • , is then,

I- IF-- .. ,-<,e /Aoe- eq. 121

Er GJ-•JFF I-

&~ ~-~ ~eq.122

For the special case of normal incidence, we have

j eq. 123

For a further discussion of plasma reflection, seel3,14,15.

The ratio of reflected to incident power, R, for normal incidence (Q = 0)

is given by

R- p ~'I- 9 K eq. 124
But

K. No t~k{j() eq. 26

Therefore,

'-~ (I ~eq. 125

*(3) eq. 126*

*See Footnote**, page 21
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where c is given by eq. 80 and 3 is defined by eq. 34. ( can also be written

in the form of eq, 32.

+o k0" o t I 0 Q eq. 127

From the conservation of energy, we know that

= I-P eq. 128

Therefore,

T eq. 129*

and

¶-d k. (3 eq. 130*

We can now investigate the limiting cases of eqs. 126 and 129 with the

knowledge of the behav-ior of oý given in Section A.I. To summarize, we

have

-,3O 0 o eq. 83-84

- a _(0 eq. 90
-,-0 C)C , l o < ~

From eq. 127 and the above, we get

_ L = eq. 131a

"I ý - eq. 131b

eq. 131c

*See Footnote **, page 21
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Applying the above limits to eq. 129 yields

( J-coT NCoT eq. 132a

k'¾_ e~U L eq. 132b

111 _ eq. 132c

N)0 Tý 0 feq 12

If cw gets very small, it can easily be shown that

Lý1 L, •eq. 133

Consequently,,

);,AT 0 = eq. 134

i.e., even though the attenuation is decreasing, we still have a severe

loss problem due to increasing reflection. For this reason, small signal

frequencies were not discussed in Section A as they would have led to

erroneous conclusions. For large W- or") , however, we see that the trans-

mission increases simultaneously with decreasing attenuation, thereby

greatly enhancing the penetration of the plasma. Similarly, for small-) ,

the transmission increases while the attenuation decreases when W > COP.

The plasma becomes more opaque if -the converse holds,oi<cup .

Graphs 8 and 9 are logarithmic (-db) plots of the transmission. Since

logi 0 I = 0, we see that eq. 132a is verified, since increasing") pushes

the curves down towards zero. As) gets small, the losses increase, logl 0 T-.-V%

when CU(>w . When W P-4 -W the losses drop rapidly towards zero and

become independent of I as can be seen from eq. 132b and c.
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b, Uniform longitudinal magnetic field.

When a constant magnetic field laces the plasma, the attenuation

and phase constants are altered due to the change in the conductivity

tensor; i.e.,

13 7 cc f) .•Tloo-T

3

cx:_ is given by eq. 92 and •. is determined by combining eq. 32

with eq. 77b:

k L-r w , Ce eq. 135

The reflection and transmission coefficients for the two waves are then

specified by direct substitution into eq. 126 and 129:

(K,-(3s? ! cx t eq. 136*

qk, (3± eq. 137*

From Section A.2, recall that

cx±I I,,- CX tco/w Meq. 93

eq. 96

,o-• . o oI (bn "; j: eq. 95

* ee Footnote ** n 2]



- .cpeq. 94

From eq. 135 and the above, we get

t •w .c eq. 138a

_~ ~~ J4%Ieq. 138b

eq. 138c

(Opa eq. 138d

Sc >1 eq. 138e

Applying the above to eq. 137 yields

OJ6 -•k. a/j-. O
6-1 (0: , eq. 139a

k"' 0 TT J&.OO' eq. 139b,

eq. 139c

VGJ• 6 uY•Jr) a eq. 139d

a eq. 139e

k,>vA 
<< «

Ž1eq. 139f
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Graph 10 gives the transmission loss for a right hand polarized wave

traveling through a plasma interlaced by a uniform magnetic field of 569

gauss alog the direction of propagation. For low 4 , the inequality

of eq. 139d is guaranteed since C6->Q and T becomes independent of .

As )+00 , Ts - T; over the entire range, the loss has been reduced.

Graphs Ila -1lf show the effect of the magnetic field on transmission

for fixed cdp and N) . The independence of"Q is strikingly demonstrated

by the convergence of T to approximately -4.15 db at CtJ =1O" for)• running

from 106-, l010. As with the attenuation, the right hand polarization

yields the lower losses.
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APPENDIX

I. Earth's Magnetic Field.

Approximation 5, page 4 can be easily justified by considering the fact that

the magnetic field almost never exceeds 0.3 gauss (unless one happens to

live in the Gulf of Siam, where 3 o0.4 gauss). An electron in this field

rotates at a gyrofrequency of oi3 6 5.28xl06 radians/sec. Since, for most

frequencies of interest, Wo>> cu , the earth's magnetic field has only

a very small effect on the transmission properties of the plasma.
II. Critical Field Strength for Perturbation Approximation1

The effect of the microwave field on the plasma was assumed to be small in

the derivation of the foregoing equations. The upper limitations can be

estimated as follows:

The mean electron energy (3 degrees of freedom) is given by

W - 3/2 kT

where

T temperature

k Boltzmann's constant - 1.38 x I0"- 3 joules/deg. mole

The time rate of change of this energy can be attributed to: 1. fixed

-DAWfields and other factors, ,w ; 2. the presence of the microwave field, dct

3. and to collisions of the electrons, !-W . Then
S-t

"6t t 7• -• • $ eq. A-1

The condition that the microwave field have a small effect on W is that

Id- If I Z"teq. A-2
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-Dw
If fD- is neglected, the inequality is still true and eq. A-2 becomes

JL J^'E i___

where

TA real part of conductivity

Xe -- effective energy transfer coefficient per collision.

Then the field strength limit is given by
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INDEX

Attenuation,
constant, 8
without magnetic field, 20ff

limiting cases, 22ff
with magnetic field, 24ff

limiting cases, 2 ff

Boltzmann,
constant, 14
equation, 9ff, 12

Charge density, 3, 5

Collision frequency, 3, 6ff, lOff, 12, 16

Conductivity,
of plasma, 3, 11ff, 13ff

in magnetic field, 15ff

Current density, 3, 16

Dielectric, displacement 3, 4

constant, 4, 5ff, 7

Distribution function, 9ff

Electric fields, 3

small, 4, 9, 4Off
plane wave, 5, 29

Electron
charge, 14

density, 3, 21
mass, 14
velocity, 3, 14

Gyrofrequency, 16, 18

Impedance,
Characteristic, 28
input, 28, 30ff
intrinsic, 29ff
load, 28, 30ff

Index of refraction, 6, 31

Magnetic field
attenuation in, 24ff
conductivity in, 15ff
earth, 4, 40

effect on reflection, (see Reflection)

effect on transmission, (see Transmission)
excitation, 3, 29
gyrofrequency, 16, 18
induction, 3, 9

permeability, 4, 5
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Maxwell, 3ff

Ohm's law,, 4, 16

Phase constant, 8, 33, 35

Plasma,
frequency, 21, 23, 34
semi-infinite, uniform model, 20ff
attenuation, reflection, etc. (see Attenuation, Reflection, etc.)

Propagation function, 7ff

Reflection coefficient, 28, 30, 32ff
magnetic field effect on, 35ff

Signal energy, 4
frequency, 3

Transmission coefficient, 28, 33ff

magnetic field effect on, 35ff

Transmission line theory, 26ff

Wave equation,
free space, 6
lossless transmission line, 27
plasma, 4ff, 6

Wave number,
free space, 5
plasma, 6ff
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